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Notwithstanding the date or dates of execution this AGREEMENT between Penspen Ltd. 

having its registered office at 3 Water Lane, Richmond-Upon-Thames, Surrey, TW9 1TJ 

and represented in this AGREEMENT by Penspen Limited (hereinafter referred to as 

“CONTRACTOR”) and [HOLD] having its registered office at [HOLD] (hereinafter 

referred to as the “PARTICIPANT”) shall be deemed to have commenced on [HOLD].   

 

Either CONTRACTOR or PARTICIPANT being sometimes referred to herein separately 

as “PARTY” or jointly as “PARTIES”. 

 

PREAMBLE 

 

0.1  CONTRACTOR has created and is managing a joint industry project, covering a 

comprehensive, critical and authoritative review of pipeline defect assessment 

methods, full scale test data, and the development of the same into a manual called 

The Pipeline Defect Assessment Manual referred to as PDAM, literature reviews, 

assessment spreadsheet tools, provision of updates as required and deliverables as 

specified in Exhibit A (hereinafter referred to as the PROJECT). 

 

0.2  CONTRACTOR has skill knowledge and experience in the provision of such 

studies, and is prepared and willing to provide the PROJECT. 

 

0.3  PARTICIPANT has agreed to become a sponsor of the PROJECT, on the following 

terms: 

 

1. DEFINITIONS 

1.1 As used herein the term AGREEMENT shall mean the whole contents of this 

AGREEMENT which shall apply between CONTRACTOR and PARTICIPANT. 

 

1.2 As used herein the term PROJECT RESULTS shall mean all reports drawings data 

and other information developed or acquired by CONTRACTOR in performing the 

PROJECT but excluding BACKGROUND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY. 

 

1.4 As used herein the term PROJECT PATENTS shall mean all patents and patent 

rights relating to inventions discoveries or improvements conceived or made by 

employees of CONTRACTOR or any subcontractors either alone or jointly with 

others and resulting from the PROJECT. 

 

1.5 As used herein the term AFFILIATE shall mean any parent company of the 

PARTICIPANT which now or hereafter owns or controls, directly or indirectly, at 

least fifty percent of the stock, capital or voting rights of the PARTICIPANT and 

any other company in which the PARTICIPANT or parent company owns or 

controls directly or indirectly at least fifty percent of the stock, capital or voting 

rights and within the meaning of Section 1159 of the Companies Act 2006 with any 

subsequent amendment thereof or in the case of a Government Department any 

other Government Department or Body. 

 

1.6 As used herein the term EFFECTIVE DATE shall mean the date the 

PARTICIPANT signs this contract. 
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1.7 As used herein the term PARTICIPANT shall mean the participating organisation 

stated in this AGREEMENT, whether at or after the EFFECTIVE DATE. All 

PARTICIPANTS shall have signed an AGREEMENT the contents of such 

AGREEMENT shall be the same as this AGREEMENT or not materially different 

in content from it.  A list of PARTICIPANTS at the EFFECTIVE DATE is 

provided in Exhibit B. 

 

1.8 As used herein the term PARTICIPANTS means more than one PARTICIPANT.  

 

1.9 As used herein the term COMMITTEE shall mean a technical committee formed 

under clause 4. 

 

1.10 As used herein the term BACKGROUND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY shall 

mean any information (including but not limited to financial information, processes, 

reports, drawings, techniques, know-how, manuals and the like both written and 

unwritten) patent applications, patents, copyrights and information contained in any 

other similar statutory right owned or controlled by a PARTY in a field which is the 

same or related to the work executed under this AGREEMENT. 

 

1.11 Reference to the singular includes reference to the plural and vice versa. 

 

2. COMMENCEMENT AND DURATION 

2.1 The term shall commence on the EFFECTIVE DATE and be perpetual, subject to 

clause 12. 

 

3. PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

3.1 CONTRACTOR shall inform the PARTICIPANTS of the names of organisations 

who have expressed an interest in becoming a participant or have become a 

PARTICIPANT. 

 

3.2 CONTRACTOR shall present as appropriate or at least annually provide a detailed 

proposal for performing the PROJECT which shall include such procedures as may 

be necessary to define in detail the work to be performed.  

 

3.3 CONTRACTOR shall use all reasonable endeavours to maintain the progress of the 

PROJECT.  

 

3.4 CONTRACTOR shall co-operate fully and work closely with the PARTICIPANT, 

and the COMMITTEE, on the PROJECT and shall ensure that all procedures 

followed and designs and specifications prepared shall be in accordance with 

relevant laws, standards, codes of practice, rules and regulations, particularly in 

respect of safety. 

 

3.5 At the completion of each task, draft reports will be issued in electronic form to 

PARTICIPANTS coincident with issue to critical review. A maximum review 

period will be agreed between CONTRACTOR and the COMMITTEE considering 

PROJECT progress and work schedule. 
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4. TECHNICAL COMMITTEE 

4.1 The PROJECT will be managed by CONTRACTOR, but the specific details of the 

work undertaken shall be directed by the COMMITTEE. The COMMITTEE 

comprises of one member from each of the sponsoring PARTICIPANTS listed in 

Exhibit B and any additional sponsors that subsequently join the PROJECT.  

Decisions of the COMMITTEE shall be binding upon PARTICIPANTS and 

CONTRACTOR and the quorum for the COMMITTEE meetings shall be attendees 

from six PARTICIPANTS. 

 

4.2 A PARTICIPANT represented on the COMMITTEE will have the right to one vote 

on that COMMITTEE. Such vote can be transferred or cast by proxy with prior 

written notification and before a COMMITTEE meeting. A PARTICIPANT may 

elect not to be represented on the COMMITTEE but in so doing that 

PARTICIPANT waives its right to a vote. 

 

4.3 The Chairperson of the COMMITTEE will be elected by its members, by way of 

ballot.  

 

4.4 The Technical COMMITTEE will meet once a year, to review the work conducted 

in the previous year, to review CONTRACTORS proposals, PARTICIPANTS 

proposals and to agree the subsequent year’s work.  

 

4.5 CONTRACTOR or a member of COMMITTEE may approach the Chairperson of 

the COMMITTEE and request that an extraordinary meeting be convened. The 

Chairperson of the COMMITTEE shall consider the request and if in 

AGREEMENT that a meeting would benefit the PROJECT convene such a 

meeting.  

 

4.6 CONTRACTOR shall provide the venue for meetings of the COMMITTEE 

together with the appropriate project staff and any reasonable information required 

for the business of the meeting, including the necessary secretarial service to record 

the minutes of the meeting. All documents prepared for the COMMITTEE by 

CONTRACTOR shall be circulated in a timely manner. 

 

4.7 Any decisions made by the COMMITTEE shall wherever possible be made by 

unanimous consent. Should it be necessary for any decision to be made by the 

casting of votes then the support of a majority of the members will be required. In 

the event that there is no majority the chairperson shall have the casting vote.  

 

4.8 The COMMITTEE will review the progress of the PROJECT together with the 

costs incurred to date and comment on any technical reports that are issued. The 

COMMITTEE will also have responsibility for approving any amendments to the 

PROJECT consistent with the objectives of the PROJECT, subject to the agreement 

of CONTRACTOR to undertake any resulting additional work. If CONTRACTOR 

was to decline to perform any additional work an alternative agent would be 

approached by CONTRACTOR on the instruction of the COMMITTEE and the 

work may be subcontracted per the conditions of clause 15 of this AGREEMENT. 
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4.9 The COMMITTEE shall have the right to recommend variations in the financial 

commitment of the PARTICIPANTS. Notwithstanding any other provisions of this 

AGREEMENT the implementation of such variations shall require the unanimous 

agreement in writing of all the PARTICIPANTS and CONTRACTOR before 

becoming effective. 

 

4.10 The right to approve proposals by PARTICIPANTS to submit materials and/or 

technical data in lieu of their financial contribution shall be vested in 

CONTRACTOR.  Neither CONTRACTOR nor the COMMITTEE shall approve 

such arrangements if to do so would increase the financial contribution of the other 

PARTICIPANTS unless those PARTICIPANT have consented to such increase in 

writing beforehand. CONTRACTOR shall circulate to all PARTICIPANTS 

information regarding all contributions by prospective PARTICIPANTS proposed 

in lieu of financial contributions in sufficient detail to allow all PARTICIPANTS to 

assess the value of such contributions. 

 

4.12 Each PARTICIPANT will be responsible for all its costs incurred regarding 

attendance at meetings associated with the PROJECT.  

 

5. ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS 

5.1 CONTRACTOR shall regular, but not less than yearly provide a list of 

PARTICIPANTS to all PARTICIPANTS.  

 

5.2 Any new PARTICIPANT in the PROJECT will observe and be bound by similar 

terms and conditions or terms and conditions not materially different from those 

contained in this AGREEMENT particularly regarding confidentiality, then such 

applicant shall be entitled to receive such information as shall have been received 

by all PARTICIPANTS.  

 

5.3 Upon joining the PROJECT the new PARTICIPANT shall pay the sum of Twenty 

Thousand Pounds Sterling (GBP20,000) as determined by the COMMITTEE.  

 

 

6. FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS 

6.1 CONTRACTOR shall provide the PROJECT as described in this AGREEMENT 

and Exhibits. The Contract Price for new sponsors will be Twenty Thousand 

Pounds Sterling (GBP20,000).  

 

6.2 As additional PARTICIPANTS join the PROJECT the funds will initially be 

allocated to securing the maintenance and updates. Surplus funds will be expended 

in accordance with provisions of the AGREEMENT on either securing the 

maintenance and update cycle for subsequent years, or for additional work as agreed 

between the COMMITTEE and CONTRACTOR. Additional work will be 

conducted by CONTRACTOR, or subcontracted. If CONTRACTOR agrees to 

carry out the additional work, it will prepare and submit to the COMMITTEE a 

proposal for the additional work.  If insufficient external funds are raised, the 

CONTRACTOR will have the options of: 

 

(i) Reducing the scope of the maintenance and updates,  
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(ii) Proposing additional funds from PARTICIPANTS, subject to 

COMMITTEE approval, or  

(iii) Discontinuing work on the PROJECT, but provide to PARTICIPANTS 

work done to-date. 

 

If it is agreed to seek additional funding from the PARTICIPANTS all 

PARTICIPANTS shall contribute equally. 

 

6.3  In the event of a PARTICIPANT defaulting on payment and having its participation 

terminated by CONTRACTOR in accordance with clause 12, the COMMITTEE, as 

reconstructed, shall decide whether to either, reduce the scope of the PROJECT, or 

increase the contribution of each PARTICIPANT on a pro rata basis, in proportion 

to the amount outstanding from such defaulting PARTICIPANT or else come to 

such other arrangement as may be necessary to rectify the situation. 

 

6.4 If CONTRACTOR terminates this AGREEMENT, CONTRACTOR shall promptly 

repay any monies received in excess of the value of work satisfactorily performed 

by CONTRACTOR up until the date of termination. Such repayment shall be on a 

pro rata basis in proportion to each PARTICIPANT’s monetary contribution to the 

PROJECT. 

 

6.5 CONTRACTOR shall invoice the PARTICIPANT for the full Contract Price on the 

signing of this AGREEMENT.  Invoices rendered under this clause 6.5 shall be in a 

format and detail reasonably required by the COMMITTEE and shall not in total 

amount to more than the PARTICIPANT’S agreed liability under the Contract Price 

shown in this AGREEMENT or any amendment thereto unless otherwise agreed 

between the PARTIES in writing. 

 

6.6 Subject to the provisions of this AGREEMENT the PARTICIPANT shall pay all 

invoices rendered within 30 days of receipt. CONTRACTOR reserves the right to 

charge interest on overdue payments at the rate of two percent above the prevailing 

National Westminster Bank base rate calculated daily on the amount outstanding 

and compounded annually. CONTRACTOR warrants that it will not exercise this 

right unreasonably. 

 

7. RECORDS 

7.1 CONTRACTOR shall keep accurate records, comprising but not limited to books of 

accounts, consumables, where applicable third party and subcontract charges, 

timesheets for its staff and personnel relating to the costs claimed under this 

AGREEMENT and shall retain such records for a period of not less than two years 

after completion of the PROJECT.  

 

7.2 During the performance of the PROJECT and up to six months after its completion 

one PARTICIPANT elected by and representing the others shall have the right of 

access to audit the records to the extent necessary to verify the number of hours and 

any reimbursable costs claimed by CONTRACTOR. CONTRACTOR shall be 

given reasonable notice of audit and the PARTICIPANT performing the audit shall 

perform it with the minimum disruption to CONTRACTOR and CONTRACTOR’s 

business.  
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7.3 All technical records and PROJECT external costs will be kept for a minimum 

period of two years after the completion of the PROJECT and any PARTICIPANT 

can have reasonable access during that period on payment of a reasonable sum to be 

agreed to cover effort and costs incurred by CONTRACTOR in retrieving, 

photocopying and the like of such information.  

 

8. CONFIDENTIALITY 

8.1 All information arising directly from the PROJECT shall be treated as confidential 

by the PARTIES. This obligation of confidentiality shall not apply to information 

which: 

 

a) Must be disclosed as a statutory or legal obligation; or 

 

b) Is obtained or created independently of this AGREEMENT; or 

 

c) At the time of disclosure is or subsequently becomes part of the public 

domain without breach of this AGREEMENT or other improper conduct by 

either of the PARTIES hereto; or 

 

d) Is released with the prior written consent of all PARTICIPANTS and the 

CONTRACTOR. 

 

8.2 Each PARTY shall keep confidential any information or process of the other or any 

PARTICIPANT which is disclosed in connection with the PROJECT and shall not 

use the same other than for furtherance of the PROJECT. 

 

8.3 The PARTICIPANT shall be allowed to disclose information arising from the 

PROJECT to any AFFILIATE who agrees in writing to observe the same 

obligations of confidentiality as specified in clauses 8.1 and 8.2. The 

PARTICIPANT and its AFFILIATES shall be allowed to disclose such information 

to any third party who agrees in writing to observe the same obligations of 

confidentiality as stipulated in clauses 8.1 and 8.2. 

 

8.4 Notwithstanding the provisions of clause 8.1 the UK Health and Safety Executive 

or successor shall have the right to publish the PROJECT RESULTS or such part 

thereof as may be necessary to enable the Health and Safety Executive to fulfil its 

current and future statutory obligations. In such event the Health and Safety 

Executive agrees where possible to provide the COMMITTEE with 30 days prior 

written notice together with copy of any material to be published.  

 

9. OWNERSHIP AND USE OF RESULTS 

9.1  All intellectual property rights arising under or in connection with the PROJECT, 

including but not limited to copyright, inventions, results and know-how, shall be 

the property of CONTRACTOR unless otherwise provided herein. 

 

9.2 CONTRACTOR shall promptly notify PARTICIPANTS of any inventions or 

development of new technology that arise from CONTRACTOR'S performance of 

the PROJECT and which are based on or derived from information: 
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a) mainly provided by PARTICIPANTS, or 

 

b) provided by both PARTIES but where it is impossible to establish which of 

the PARTIES has provided the majority of the information. 

 

Any such inventions and/or new technology shall become the property of the 

PARTICIPANTS jointly. CONTRACTOR shall take all steps necessary to ensure 

that PARTICIPANTS obtain patents for such inventions and / or new technology. 

PARTICIPANTS shall reimburse CONTRACTOR for all reasonable expenses 

incurred in performing such activities. 

 

9.3 CONTRACTOR shall immediately notify PARTICIPANTS of any inventions or 

development of new technology which CONTRACTOR or its personnel may 

produce in connection with the performance of the PROJECT and which are based 

on or derived from information mainly provided by CONTRACTOR. In such 

instance CONTRACTOR shall allow PARTICIPANTS and their AFFILIATES an 

irrevocable royalty-free and non exclusive licence to use such inventions or new 

technology for use in PARTICIPANT’S or AFFILIATE’S normal operations and 

internal research purposes. 

 

9.4  The copyright to the manual derived from the PROJECT shall belong to the 

CONTRACTOR. 

  

9.5 With respect to the reproduction, publication and sale of the manual derived from 

the PROJECT, CONTRACTOR shall ensure that a statement disclaiming any 

liability whatsoever, on the part of itself and the PARTICIPANTS, in respect of the 

accuracy of the information contained therein and the use to which such information 

is put is printed in a prominent position in such manual. 

 

9.6 For the avoidance of doubt the reversion of copyright to CONTRACTOR shall be 

subject to the PARTICIPANT'S rights to use the manual in its commercial 

operations and to reproduce copies in the ordinary course of business. 

 

9.7 Nothing herein shall be construed as limiting the right of any PARTY or its 

AFFILIATES to conduct independent studies including research within the scope of 

this PROJECT. 

 

 

10. LIABILITIES AND INDEMNITIES 

10.1 CONTRACTOR shall ensure that itself and any subcontractors perform the 

PROJECT with reasonable skill, care and diligence and shall endeavour to ensure 

that all results and interpretations provided to the PARTICIPANT are accurate and 

accurately reflect current thinking and practice within the field of activity. 

CONTRACTOR warrants that the services supplied in the performance of the 

PROJECT shall be in accordance with the specification detailed in the proposal as 

shown in Exhibit A of this AGREEMENT and agreed between CONTRACTOR 

and PARTICIPANT. Provided that CONTRACTOR shall have performed the 

PROJECT in accordance with this AGREEMENT, CONTRACTOR shall have no 

liability to the PARTICIPANT in respect of any claim arising from the use of the 

said results and interpretations by the PARTICIPANT or by any third party or 
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arising from the design, certification, manufacture, installation or use of any article 

or structure consequent upon the use of the said results or interpretations. 

 

10.2 Neither PARTY shall be liable to the other for any indirect consequential or 

economic loss suffered by the other including but not limited to loss of use, profit, 

production, revenue, interest or for business interruption arising under or in 

connection with this AGREEMENT or the undertaking of the PROJECT and each 

shall indemnify defend and hold the other harmless against any indirect 

consequential or economic loss of its own. 

 

10.3 The PARTIES shall each indemnify defend and hold the other harmless from and 

against any or all claims losses costs damages and expenses of every kind and 

nature including legal expenses with respect to sickness injury or death of any 

person employed by itself or of its other CONTRACTORS of any tier arising under 

or in connection with this AGREEMENT or the undertaking of the PROJECT from 

any cause whatsoever including but not limited to the sole or concurrent negligence 

(but not wilful misconduct) of the other. 

 

10.4 The PARTIES shall each be liable for and shall indemnify defend and hold the 

other harmless from and against any and all claims losses costs damages and 

expenses of every kind and nature including legal expenses with respect to loss of 

or damage to their respective real and personal property or that of their 

CONTRACTORS or sub-contractors of any tier arising under or in connection with 

this AGREEMENT or in the undertaking of the PROJECT from any cause 

whatsoever including but not limited to the sole or concurrent negligence (but not 

wilful misconduct) of the other. 

 

10.5  Nothing in this AGREEMENT shall be construed as altering in any way the 

ownership of any BACKGROUND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY owned by or 

licensed to a Party prior to the execution of this AGREEMENT. 

 

10.6  Notwithstanding clause 10.1 CONTRACTOR shall indemnify and hold each 

PARTICIPANT harmless from all claims, losses, costs, damages and expenses of 

any kind including reasonable legal costs thereof arising from any alleged patent, 

design, or copyright infringement arising out of the execution of the PROJECT 

providing such alleged patent, design, or copyright infringement is not the result 

direct or indirect of CONTRACTOR using BACKGROUND INTELLECTUAL 

PROPERTY supplied by one or more PARTICIPANTS. For the avoidance of doubt 

no contractual arrangements exist between PARTICIPANTS under this 

AGREEMENT. 

 

10.7 CONTRACTOR shall affect and maintain and shall require its subcontractors to 

effect and maintain throughout the continuance of this AGREEMENT adequate 

insurance coverage with reputable insurers in respect of its obligations and 

liabilities hereunder. 

 

 

11. FORCE MAJEURE 

11.1 Neither PARTY shall be liable for any failure or breach under this AGREEMENT 

if such failure or breach has been caused by reason of force majeure which shall 
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mean circumstances beyond the control of that PARTY so affected, which that 

PARTY could not reasonably have foreseen at the time of entering into this 

AGREEMENT and which, by the exercise of reasonable diligence, said PARTY is 

unable to prevent or overcome provided that the PARTY affected shall promptly 

give notice to the other PARTIES of such occurrence. Lack of funds shall not be 

classed as force majeure. 

 

11.2 Each PARTY shall be liable for and shall bear all its own costs, expenses, losses 

and charges suffered and incurred as a result of an occurrence of force majeure. 

 

 

12. TERMINATION 

12.1 The PROJECT may be terminated without cause at any time prior to completion 

thereof by the unanimous consent of the COMMITTEE with written notice to 

CONTRACTOR. Termination will be effective five days after receipt by 

CONTRACTOR of such notice subject to the PARTICIPANT’S fee set forth in 

clause 6. PARTICIPANT will reimburse CONTRACTOR for its proportionate 

share of all PROJECT costs incurred by CONTRACTOR through the EFFECTIVE 

DATE of termination including reasonable expenses incurred by the 

CONTRACTOR in satisfying authorised commitments entered into by the 

CONTRACTOR with third PARTIES prior to receipt of such written notice. 

CONTRACTOR will use its best efforts to minimise termination expenses and will 

give appropriate credit to PARTICIPANTS where applicable. In the event of 

termination CONTRACTOR will provide PARTICIPANTS with one copy of the 

PROJECT RESULTS in whatever stage of completion they are in. 

 

12.2 PARTICIPANTS may withdraw from the PROJECT at any time after 

commencement but prior to completion or termination thereof by giving 

CONTRACTOR written notice to that effect. Withdrawal shall not affect the 

withdrawing PARTICIPANT’s confidentiality or payment obligations under this 

AGREEMENT. Any such withdrawal under this AGREEMENT will terminate the 

PARTICIPANT’s payment obligations as to all subsequent work in the PROJECT 

but may not result in a refund of money paid in excess of proportion of PROJECT 

completed at time of PARTICIPANT giving notice of termination. If such 

withdrawal would result in the remaining PARTICIPANTs having to provide 

additional funding to complete the PROJECT as envisaged at the time when the 

withdrawing PARTICIPANT originally joined the PROJECT no refund shall be 

due to the withdrawing PARTICIPANT. In no event shall the withdrawing 

PARTICIPANT’s liability exceed the fee due under clause 6 of this AGREEMENT 

unless such has been amended in writing. 

 

12.3 Where a PARTICIPANT is providing their fee in Contribution In Kind to this 

AGREEMENT whether in whole or in part that PARTICIPANT warrants that 

should it terminate the AGREEMENT for its operational, convenience or similar 

cause it shall take all reasonable steps in consultation with CONTRACTOR to 

source a replacement PARTICIPANT capable of and willing to become a 

PARTICIPANT and complete the Scope of Work committed to under this 

AGREEMENT by the withdrawing PARTICIPANT under this AGREEMENT. 
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12.4 Either PARTY may terminate this AGREEMENT in the event of material breach 

by the other on giving not less than 60 days prior written notice to remedy such 

breach which notice shall have the effect at the end of that 60 days period if the 

PARTY in breach has not taken reasonable steps to commence to remedy the 

alleged breach and once commenced continue diligently to remedy until 

rectification.  

 

12.5 Each PARTY may terminate this AGREEMENT on immediate written notice in the 

event that the provision of the PROJECT is delayed by reason of force majeure as 

provided in clause 11 for not less than 60 days. 

 

12.6 Notwithstanding the termination of this AGREEMENT for any reason, the 

PARTICIPANT shall return all PDAM and associated material to CONTRACTOR. 

 

13. COMMUNICATION 

13.1 All notices between the PARTIES shall be sent by first class registered or recorded 

delivery mail or other electronic means in a form generating a record copy to the 

addressed below. 

 

Contractor 

Contractual      cc. Technical 

Penspen Ltd.      Penspen Ltd 

Susan McDonald     Nigel Curson 

Penspen Limited     Penspen Limited 

 3 Water Lane      3 Water Lane 

Richmond Upon Thames    Richmond upon Thames 

Surrey TW9 1TJ     Surrey TW9 1TJ 

UK       UK 

s.mcdonanld@penspen.com    n.curson@penspen.com 

 

PARTICIPANT 

[HOLD] 

 

13.2 or to such other addresses as either PARTY shall notify in writing in advance of 

sending. 

 

 

14. ASSIGNMENT 

Neither PARTY shall be entitled to assign all or any of its rights and obligations 

including any benefit or interest under this AGREEMENT without the prior written 

consent of the other PARTY, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or 

delayed. CONTRACTOR may make such assignment to any other company within 

its group of companies or to an AFFILIATE without the consent of the 

PARTICIPANT provided that CONTRACTOR has no reason to believe that 

performance of the PROJECT may be adversely affected by such assignment. 

 

 

mailto:s.mcdonanld@penspen.com
mailto:n.curson@penspen.com
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15. SUBCONTRACTING 

15.1 CONTRACTOR may subcontract certain portions of the PROJECT only after 

receiving approval of the COMMITTEE. 

 

15.2 The PARTICIPANT may not subcontract any or all its involvement in the 

PROJECT without the prior approval of the COMMITTEE and, if applicable, the 

CONTRACTOR. 

 

15.3 If either PARTY subcontracts any portion of its involvement in the PROJECT it 

shall not relieve that PARTY of any of its liability or obligation under this 

AGREEMENT. Furthermore, the subcontracting PARTY shall be responsible for 

the acts, omissions, defaults or negligence of any subcontractor, its agents, servants 

or work persons as fully as if they were the acts, omissions, defaults or negligence 

of the subcontracting PARTY. 

 

15.4 The PARTY subcontracting any portion of its involvement in the PROJECT shall 

be obligated to ensure that such subcontract contains the same obligations and 

liabilities on the subcontractor as prevail under this AGREEMENT on the PARTY 

subcontracting. 

 

16. LANGUAGE  

The language and any construction or interpretation of this AGREEMENT shall be 

English. 

 

17. LAW AND DISPUTES 

The AGREEMENT shall be governed by English law and any dispute of the 

PARTIES under or in connection with this AGREEMENT or the provision of the 

PROJECT shall be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the English Courts. 

 

18. PUBLICITY 

18.1 Neither PARTY shall make use for publicity purposes of the name, or of any trade 

name or trademark of the other PARTY, or of any information obtained under or in 

connection with this AGREEMENT or the undertaking of the PROJECT from the 

other PARTY without the prior written consent of the other PARTY. Neither 

PARTY shall issue any publicity or other announcement in relation to this 

AGREEMENT or the PROJECT without the prior written approval of the other 

PARTY of the form and content thereof, which approval shall not be unreasonably 

withheld or delayed. The PARTICIPANT shall not issue any publicity or other 

announcement in relation to another PARTICIPANT of the group without that 

PARTICIPANT’S prior approval in writing. 

 

18.2 Any publication arising from this PROJECT that provides the results of the 

PROJECT shall be first approved by the COMMITTEE and due acknowledgement 

given to the PARTICIPANTS. 
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19. WAIVER 

No delay neglect waiver or forbearance on the part of either PARTY under this 

AGREEMENT shall be construed as a formal waiver of or otherwise prejudicial to 

the rights of such PARTY under this AGREEMENT or at law or equity. 

 

20. STATUS OF THE PARTIES 

Nothing in this AGREEMENT shall create or be deemed to create a partnership, 

agency or employment relationship between the PARTIES or the other 

PARTICIPANT members of the group. 

 

21 VOID PROVISIONS 

If any provision of this AGREEMENT is found to be contrary to the law or is 

legally unenforceable that provision shall be deemed to be deleted and the 

remainder of this AGREEMENT shall remain in force if the substance of this 

AGREEMENT shall not be affected thereby. 

 

22. HEADINGS 

All headings and titles in this AGREEMENT are used for convenience only and are 

not to be construed as part of this AGREEMENT in any way which limits or 

extends the provision therein. 
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23. ENTIRE AGREEMENT 

This AGREEMENT comprises the entire AGREEMENT between the PARTIES 

and supersedes all prior agreements understandings representations warranties and 

arrangements of the PARTIES which are otherwise excluded upon this 

AGREEMENT being entered into. 

 

IN WITNESS, whereof CONTRACTOR and the PARTICIPANT have caused this 

AGREEMENT to be signed for and on their behalf by the signatories hereto who 

have been duly authorised so to do by the CONTRACTOR and the PARTICIPANT 

respectively. 

 

 

PARTICIPANT .............................    CONTRACTOR ........................ 

 

 

Name .............................................   Name ......................................... 

 

 

Designation....................................   Designation ................................ 

 

 

Date ………………………………   Date …………………………. 
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EXHIBIT A 

 

STATEMENT OF DELIVERABLES OF THE PIPELINE DEFECT ASSESSMENT 

MANUAL (PDAM) PROJECT 

 

 

The Pipeline Defect Assessment Manual (PDAM) PROJECT is a joint industry project 

sponsored by many companies (see Exhibit B).  The PDAM project presents a considered 

view of the ‘best’ currently available methods for assessing the fitness-for-purpose of defects in 

onshore or offshore pipelines manufactured from steel.  The PDAM project entails the 

production of a Pipeline Defect Assessment Manual, detailed, background literature 

reviews and spreadsheet tools. 
 

All current PARTICIPANTS of the PROJECT have contributed in cash or kind an amount 

equivalent to GBP20,000. 

 

The Pipeline Defect Assessment Manual (PDAM), comprises of the following deliverables: 

 

1.0 

 

THE PIPELINE DEFECT ASSESSMENT MANUAL EDITION 2, October 2016 
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2.1 

 

The original PDAM spreadsheets: 

 

 

# Title File name 

1 Corrosion circumferential bending corrosion circumferential bending R3.xls 

2 Corrosion circumferential pressure axial 

bending 

corrosion circumferential pressure axial 

bending R3.xls 

3 Corrosion circumferential pressure axial corrosion circumferential pressure axial R3.xls 

4 Corrosion pressure (B31G) corrosion pressure (B31G) R3.xls 

5 Corrosion pressure (DNV-RP-F101 Part 

A) 

corrosion pressure (DNV-RP-F101 Part A) 

R5.xls 

6 Corrosion pressure (DNV-RP-F101 Part 

8) 

corrosion pressure (DNV-RP-F101 Part 8) 

R4.xls 

7 Corrosion pressure (interaction) (DNV-

RP-F101 Part B) 

corrosion pressure (interaction) (DNV-RP-

F101 Part B) R3.xls 

8 Corrosion pressure (modified B31G) corrosion pressure (modified B31G) R3.xls 

9 Corrosion pressure (river-bottom) 

(DNV-RP-F101 Part B) 

corrosion pressure (river-bottom) (DNV-RP-

F101 Part B) R1.xls 

10 Corrosion pressure (RSTRENG) corrosion pressure (RSTRENG) R1.xls 

11 Corrosion pressure external (DNV RP-

F101 Part B) 

corrosion pressure external (DNV RP-F101 

Part B) R3.xls 

12 Fracture propagation (DNV-OS-F101) fracture propagation (DNV-OS-F101) R1.xls 

13 Fracture propagation (EPRG) fracture propagation (EPRG) R3.xls 

14 Girth weld defect (EPRG) girth weld defect (EPRG) R3.xls 

15 Gouge circumferential bending gouge circumferential bending R3.xls 

16 Gouge circumferential pressure axial 

bending 

gouge circumferential pressure axial bending 

R3.xls 

17 Gouge circumferential pressure axial gouge circumferential pressure axial R3.xls 

18 Gouge helical pressure axial bending gouge helical pressure axial bending R3.xls 

19 Gouge longitudinal internal pressure gouge longitudinal internal pressure R3.xls 

20 Leak rupture circumferential bending leakrupture circumferential bending R3.xls 

21 Leak rupture circumferential pressure 

axial bending 

leakrupture circumferential pressure axial 

bending R3.xls 

22 Leak rupture circumferential pressure 

axial 

leakrupture circumferential pressure axial 

R3.xls 

23 Leak rupture longitudinal pressure (flow 

stress dependent) 

leakrupture longitudinal pressure (flow stress 

dependent) R3.xls 

24 Leak rupture longitudinal pressure 

(toughness dependent) 

leakrupture longitudinal pressure (toughness 

dependent) R3.xls 

25 Plain dent pressure (burst) plain dent pressure (burst) R3.xls 

26 Plain dent pressure (fatigue) plain dent pressure (fatigue) R3.xls 

27 Prevention ductile fracture Prevention ductile fracture.xls 

28 Smooth dent and gouge pressure (burst) smooth dent and gouge pressure (burst) R3.xls 

29 Smooth dent on weld pressure (fatigue) smooth dent on weld pressure (fatigue) R4.xls 
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2.2 

 

PDAM2 extended spreadsheets: 

 

 

# Title File name 

1 Corrosion circumferential pressure axial 

bending 

corrosion circumferential pressure axial 

bending R4.xlsm 

2 Corrosion circumferential pressure axial corrosion circumferential pressure axial 

R4.xlsm 

3 Corrosion pressure (DNV-RP-F101 Part 

B) 

corrosion pressure (DNV-RP-F101 Part B) 

R5.xlsm 

3 Corrosion pressure external (DNV RP-

F101 Part B) 

corrosion pressure external (DNV RP-F101 

Part B) R4.xlsm 

4 Girth weld defect (EPRG) girth weld defect (EPRG) R4.xlsm 

5 Gouge circumferential pressure axial 

bending 

gouge circumferential pressure axial bending 

R4.xlsm 

6 Gouge circumferential pressure axial gouge circumferential pressure axial R4.xlsm 

7 Gouge helical pressure axial bending gouge helical pressure axial bending R4.xlsm 

8 Gouge longitudinal internal pressure gouge longitudinal internal pressure R4.xlsm 

9 Plain dent pressure (fatigue) plain dent pressure (fatigue) R4.xlsm 

10 Smooth dent and gouge pressure (burst) smooth dent and gouge pressure (burst) 

R4.xlsm 

11 Smooth dent and gouge pressure 

(fatigue) 

smooth dent and gouge pressure (fatigue) 

R5.xlsm 

12 Smooth dent on weld pressure (fatigue) Smooth dent on weld pressure (fatigue) 

R4.xlsm 

13 Corrosion circumferential pressure axial 

bending 

corrosion circumferential pressure axial 

bending R4.xlsm 
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3.1  

 

The original PDAM literature reviews: 

 

 

# Title File name 

1 Assessment Methods for Defects in 

Pipeline Girth Welds and Seam Welds 

DNV 00.1012 Rev 03 

(GirthWeldsSeamWelds) (no tiers).PDF 

2 Assessment Methods for Defect Free 

Pipe 

NR99011R3(DefectFreePipe).PDF 

3 Assessment Methods for Corrosion in 

Pipelines 

NR99012R3(CorrosionReview).PDF 

4 Assessment Methods for Gouges in 

Pipelines 

NR99013R3(GougeReview).PDF 

5 Assessment Methods for Dents in 

Pipelines 

NR99014R3(DentReview).PDF 

6 Assessment Methods for Dents and 

Gouges in Pipelines 

NR99015R3(DentandGougeReview).PDF 

7 Assessment Methods for Cracking in 

Pipelines 

NR99016R3(Cracking).PDF 

8 Assessment Methods for 

Manufacturing Defects in Pipelines 

NR99017R3(ManufacturingDefects).PDF 

9 Assessment Methods for 

Environmental Cracking in Pipelines 

NR99020R3(EnvironmentalCracking).PDF 

10 Assessment Methods for Defects in 

Pipeline Fittings 

NR99024R3(Fittings).PDF 

11 The Leak-Rupture Behaviour of 

Defects in Pipelines 

NR99035R3(Lea kandRuptureReview).pdf 

12 Spring Back and Rerounding in 

Dented Pipelines 

NR99046R3(SpringBackandReroundingRevie

w).PDF 

13 Time Dependent Behaviour of Defects 

in Pipelines 

NR99047R3(TimeDependentBehaviour).PDF 

14 Assessment Methods for Dents and 

Other Defects in Pipelines 

NR99048R3(DentandOtherDefectsReview).PD

F 

15 Interaction Between Defects in 

Pipelines 

NR99049R3(InteractionReview).pdf 

16 Methods governing and preventing 

long running ductile and brittle 

propagating fast fracture in gas 

transmission pipelines 

PDAM JIP _ CSM Final Report No.10423R 

(Fracture propogation).PDF 
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3.2 

 

PDAM2 extended literature reviews: 

 

 

# Title File name 

1 Corrosion NR99012R4 (Corrosion 

Review)_PDAM2_Issue1.pdf 

2 Cracking 1YMJTQ6-5_PDAM2 (Cracks)_Issue 1.0.pdf 

3 Environmental Cracking 1YMJTQ6-26_PDAM2 (Env Cracks)_Issue 

1.pdf 

4 Fatigue 7428 PDAM2 Fatigue Issue 1-1.pdf 

5 Fracture Propagation 5138007-REP-SU-001 A3 Topic 6 Crack 

Propagation.pdf 

6 Mechanical Damage 10229-RPT-001 Rev2 Literature Review.pdf 

7 Subsea PDAM update Subsea pipelines_Rev 02 - 

2016.03.29.pdf 

8 Weld Defects 1YMJTQ6_PDAM2 (Girth and Seam 

welds)_Issue 2.2.pdf 
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4.1 

 

Original PDAM Full-Scale test data (Compilations of published test data) 

 

 

# Title File name 

1 Burst tests on defect free pipe BurstTestsonDefectFreePipe.xls 

2 External pressure and other loads 

tests 

ExternalPressureandOtherLoadsTests.xls 

3 Buckle propagation tests BucklePropagationTests.xls 

4 Burst tests on corrosion BurstTestsonCorrosion.xls 

5 Tests on corrosion TestsonCorrosion.xls 

6 Tests on circumferential corrosion TestsonCircumferentialCorrosion.xls 

7 Burst tests on gouges (part wall 

defects) 

BurstTestsonGouges(PartWallDefects).xls 

8 Fatigue tests on gouges (part wall 

defects) 

FatigueTestsonGouges(PartWallDefects).xls 

9 Tests on longitudinal part wall 

defects 

TestsonLongitudinalPartWallDefects.xls 

10 Tests on circumferential part wall 

defects 

TestsonCircumferentialPartWallDefects.xls 

11 Tests on circumferential through wall 

defects 

TestsonCircumferentialThruWallDefects.xls 

12 Tests on helical through wall part 

wall defects 

TestsonHelicalThruWallPartWallDefects.xls 

13 Burst tests on through wall defects BurstTestsonThruWallDefects.xls 

14 Burst tests on dents BurstTestsonDents.xls 

15 Burst tests on dents on welds BurstTestsonDentsonWelds.xls 

16 Fatigue tests on dents FatigueTestsonDents.xls 

17 Fatigue tests on dents on welds FatigueTestsonDentsonWelds.xls 

18 Spring back and re-rounding of dents SpringBackandReroundingofDents.xls 

19 Burst tests on dents and gouges BurstTestsonDentsandGouges.xls 

20 Fatigue tests on dents and gouges FatigueTestsonDentsandGouges.xls 

21 Burst tests on dents and other defects BurstTestsonDentsandOtherDefects.xls 

22 Tests on defects at constant pressure TestsonDefectsatConstantPressure.xls 

23 Leak and rupture LeakandRupture.xls 

24 Full scale burst test pipes data bank Full scale burst test pipes data bank.xls 

25 Full scale burst test on longitudinal 

welded pipes data bank 

Full scale burst test on longitudinal welded 

pipes data bank.xls 

26 Full scale burst test on spiral welded 

pipes 

Full scale burst test on spiral welded pipes.xls 

27 Tests on interaction TestsonInteraction.xls 

28 Tests on defect free bends TestonDefectFreeBends.xls 

29 Tests on defects in bends TestonDefectsinBends.xls 
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4.2 

 

PDAM2 extended Full-Scale test data (Compilations of published test data): 

 

 

 

 

 

# Title File name 

1 Burst tests on dents and other defects BurstTestsonDentsandOtherDefects.xls 

2 Burst tests on dents on welds BurstTestsonDentsonWelds.xls 

3 Dent gouge burst DentGougeBurst RevB.xls 

4 Dent gouge fatigue DentGougeFatigue RevA.xls 

5 Fatigue tests on gouges (part wall 

defects) 

FatigueTestsonGouges(PartWallDefects).xls 

6 Longitudinal gouge burst LongitudinalGougeBurst RevB.xls 

7 Plain dent burst PlainDentBurst.xls 

8 Plain dent fatigue (damage) PlainDentFatigue (damage) RevD.xls 

9 Smooth dent on weld fatigue SmoothDentOnWeldFatigue RevD.xls 

1

0 

Spring back and re-rounding of dents SpringBackandReroundingofDents.xls 
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EXHIBIT B 

 

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS AND REPRESENTATIVES 

 

 

ADMA-OPCO 

Integrity Division 

13th Floor, Office No. 13WS-39 

Corniche Road 

Abu-Dhabi 

UAE 

 

Participant number: 26 

Date Joined: 2012 

Ares Rheantoro 

+971 2 60 0553 

arheantoro@adma.ae 

 

Alternative: 

 

Atteris Pty Ltd 

Level 3 

220 St Georges Tce 

Perth WA 6000 

PO Box 7305 

Cloisters Square WA 6850 

Australia 

 

Participant number: 36 

Date Joined: 2016 

Eric Jas 

+61 8932 27922 

eric.jas@atteris.com.au 

 

Alternative: 

 

BG International Limited 

100 Thames Valley Park Drive 

Reading 

Berkshire RG6 1ER 

UK 

 

Participant number: 20 

Date Joined: 2009 

Graham Freeth 

Graham.Freeth@bg-group.com 

 

Alternative: 

 

BP Exploration Operating Company Ltd 

Chertsey Road 

Sunbury upon Thames 

Middlesex TW16 7LN 

UK 

 

Participant number: 2 

Date Joined: 1999 

Vinod Chauhan 

+44 203 683 0446 

vinod.chauhan@uk.bp.com 

 

Alternative: 
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Centro Sviluppo Materiali (CSM) SpA 

Via di Castel Romano 

Rome 

100 - 00128 

Italy 

 

Participant number: 3 

Date Joined: 1999 

Dr Gianluca Mannucci 

+39 6 5055 456 

+39 6 5055 452 

g.mannucci@c-s-m.it 

 

Alternative: 

 

g.demofonti@c-s-m.it 

Chevron Energy Technology Company 

100 Chevron Way 

Richmond, CA 94802 

USA 

 

Participant number: 23 

Date Joined: 2005 

Dr Chia-Pin Hsiao 

+1 510 242 7217 

+1 510 242 4614 

cphsiao@chevron.com 

 

Alternative: 

 

China Petroleum Pipeline Inspection (CPPI) 

No.166 Aimin East Road 

Langfang City 

Hebei Province 

65000 

China 

 

Participant number: 29 

Date Joined: 2013 

Zheng Jingna 

jc_zhengjn@cnpc.com.cn 

 

Alternative: 

 

CNR International (UK) Limited 

St. Magnus House 

Guild Street 

Aberdeen 

AB11 6NJ 

UK 

 

Participant number: 18 

Date Joined: 2008 

Jonathan Hoare 

jonathan.hoare@cnrinternational.com 

 

Alternative: 

 

Compania Operadora de Gas de Amazonas 

(COGA) S.A.C. 

COGA 

Predio Almonte 

Sub-lote 1 

Zona Industrial las Praderas de Lurin 

Lima 16 

Peru 

 

Participant number: 21 

Date Joined: 2010 

John Malpartida 

+51 1617 7810 

+51 1617 7855 

jmalpartida@coga.com.pe 

 

Alternative: 
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China Petroleum Pipeline Engineering (CPPE) 

No.146 Heping Road 

Langfang City 

Hebei Province 

65000 

China 

 

Participant number: 33 

Date Joined: 2008 

Xiong Jian 

5461382@qq.com 

 

Alternative: 

 

DNV 

Veritasveien 1 

N-1322 Høvik 

Norway 

 

Participant number: 4 

Date Joined: 1999 

Birger Etterdal 

+47 67 57 80 02 

birger.atle.etterdal@dnv.com 

 

Alternative: 

 

Troy Swankie 

troy.swankie@dnvgl.com 

DNV-GL 

Holywell Park 

Ashby Road 

Loughborough 

LEICS 

LE11 3GR 

UK 

 

Participant number: 30 

Date Joined: 2014 

Afzal Hussain 

+44 1509 282 057 

+44 7875 394 850 

Afzal.Hussain@dnvgl.com 

 

Alternative: 

 

Oyvin Eriksen 

Oyvin.Eriksen@dnvgl.com 

Equity Engineering 

The Equity Engineering Group, Inc. 

20600 Chagrin Boulevard; Suite 1200 

Shaker Heights 

OH 44122 

USA 

 

Participant number: 24 

Date Joined: 2011 

David Thornton 

+1 216 283 9519 

+1 216 283 6022 

Drthornton@equityeng.com 

 

Alternative: 

 

daosage@equityeng.com 

ExxonMobil 

European Pipeline Integrity Eng. 

Engineering Group 

ExxonMobil. Pipelines & Distribution 

Southampton 

UK 

 

Participant number: 19 

Date Joined: 2008 

Gustavo Gonzalez 

+44 238 088 3114 

+44 238 088 3137 

gustavo.gonzalez@exxonmobil.com 

 

Alternative: 
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GAIL India 

20th floor 

Jubilee Tower 

B-35,36,Sector 1 

Noida 201301 

India 

 

Participant number: 38 

Date Joined: 2017 

Anbu Selvan 

selvan@gail.co.in 

 

Alternative: 

 

Gaz de France 

361 Avenue du President Wilson 

B.P. 33 - 93211 

Saint-Denis La Plaine Cedex 

Paris 

France 

 

Participant number: 5 

Date Joined: 1999 

Dr Murès Zarea 

+33 1 49 22 50 94 

+33 1 49 22 58 91 

mures.zarea@engie.com 

 

Alternative: 

 

GE Oil and Gas 

Atley Way 

Cramlington 

Northumberland NE23 1WW 

UK 

 

Participant number: 6 

Date Joined: 1999 

Jane Dawson 

+44 191 247 3505 

+44 191 247 3461 

Jane.Dawson@ge.com 

 

Alternative: 

 

Health and Safety Executive (HSE) 

HID SI 3A (Gas & Pipelines Team) 

Lord Cullen House 

Fraser Place 

Aberdeen AB25 3UB 

UK 

 

Participant number: 7 

Date Joined: 1999 

Hazel Hancock 

+44 1224 252 638 

- 

hazel.hancock@hse.gsi.gov.uk 

 

Alternative: 

 

Douglas Souden 

douglas.souden@hse.gsi.gov.uk 

Macaw 

Floor2, Q5 

Quorum Business Park 

Benton Lane 

Newcastle upon Tyne 

NE12 8BS 

UK 

 

Participant number: 32 

Date Joined: 2015 

Andy Russell 

+44 191 215 4010 

Andy.Russell@macawengineering.com 

 

Alternative: 
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MERO CR, a.s 

Veltruska 748 

278 01 Kralupy nad Vltavou 

Czech republic 

 

Participant number: 31 

Date Joined: 2015 

Permysl Kuchar 

Kuchar@mero.cz 

 

Alternative: 

 

MOL Hungarian Oil and Gas plc 

Gas Transportation 

PO Box 152 

8600 Siofok 

Tanácsház u. 5. 

Hungary 

 

Participant number: 8 

Date Joined: 1999 

Peter Chovan 

+36 84 505 007 

+36 84 505 781 

pchovan@fgsz.hu 

 

Alternative: 

 

National Grid Transco plc 

National Grid House 

Warwick Technology Park 

Gallows Hill 

Warwick CV34 6DA 

UK 

 

Participant number: 1 

Date Joined: 1999 

Robert Owen 

+44 1926 65 3567 

+44 1926 65 4378 

robert.owen@uk.ngrid.com 

 

Alternative: 

 

Robert Bood 

Robert.J.Bood@nationalgrid.com 

Ninth Planet 

7 Dobson Crescent 

Newcastle upon Tyne 

NE6 1TT 

United Kingdom 

 

Participant number: 37 

Date Joined: 2017 

Andrew Cosham 

andrewcosham@ninthplanet.co.uk 

 

Alternative: 

 

OilSearch (PNG) 

1 Bligh Street 

Sydney 

NSW 2000 

Australia 

 

Participant number: 42 

Date Joined: 2018 

Judith Abrahams 

+61 2 8207 8474 

+61 0435 966 307 

Judith.Abrahams@oilsearch.com 

 

Alternative: 
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Open Grid Europe GmbH 

Gladbecker Straße 404 

D-45326 Essen 

Germany 

 

Participant number: 25 

Date Joined: 2011 

Dr Ulrich Marewski 

+49 201 3642 18389 

+49 2 01 3642 818389 

Ulrich.Marewski@open-grid-

europe.com 

 

Alternative: 

 

Petróleo Brasileiro S.A. (PETROBRAS) 

Scientific Methods Group 

Cidade Universitaria 

Quadra 7 - Ilha do Fundao 

Rio de Janeiro 

21949-900 

Brazil 

 

Participant number: 9 

Date Joined: 1999 

Dauro Braga Noronha Junior 

+55 21 3865 4800 

+55 21 3865 4672 

dnj@petrobras.com.br 

 

Alternative: 

 

Ricardo Rodrigues Martins 

ricardo.r.martins@petrobras.com.br 

Perusahaan Gas Negara (PGN) 

Dinas Integritas Jaringan Departemen Enjiniring 

HOSBU TSJ 

Wisma 77 Lt. 10 

Jl. S Parman Kav.77 Jakarta 

Indonesia 

 

Participant number: 27 

Date Joined: 2011 

M Ardian Arifin 

+62 21 - 5363069 # 700 

- 

Ardian.Arifin@pgn.co.id 

 

Alternative: 

 

Agung Kusuma Wardana 

Agung.Wardana@pgn.co.id 

PROMIGAS S.A. E.S.P. 

Calle 66 # 67 - 123 

Barranquilla 

Colombia 

 

Participant number: 10 

Date Joined: 2003 

Marianella Ojeda 

+57 5 371 3444 

+57 5 371 3333 

mojeda@promigas.com 

 

Alternative: 

 

Rotterdam-Rijn Pijpleiding (RRP) 

Pompstation Venlo 

Manegeweg 9 

5916 NB Venlo 

Netherlands 

 

Participant number: 41 

Date Joined: 2017 

Bart Koppens 

bart.koppens@rrpweb.nl 

 

Alternative: 
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Saipem UK Limited 

Saipem House 

Motspur Park 

New Malden 

Surrey 

KT3 6JJ 

UK 

 

Participant number: 11 

Date Joined: 1999 

Cosmas Vlattas 

+44 208 296 5112 

+44 208 296 5230 

cosmas.vlattas@saipem.eni.it 

 

Alternative: 

 

Samarco 

UNIDADE INDUSTRIAL UBU 

Rodovia ES 060, Km 14,4 S/N, Ponta Ubu 

CEP: 29230-000 Anchieta ES 

Caixa Postal 720004 

Brazil 

 

Participant number: 28 

Date Joined: 2012 

Ayron Torres 

+62 21 638 66667/66669 

ayron.torres@samrco.com 

 

Alternative: 

 

ricardob@samarco.com 

Sasol Gas Limited 

Sasol Gas 

272 Kent Avenue 

Randburg 2194 

South Africa 

 

Participant number: 22 

Date Joined: 2010 

Neo Modise 

- 

- 

neo.modise@sasol.com 

 

Alternative: 

 

Shell Global Solutions International B.V. 

PO BOX 38000 

1030 BN 

Amsterdam 

The Netherlands 

 

Participant number: 12 

Date Joined: 1999 

Ronald Koers 

+31 20 630 2387 

+31 20 630 2989 

ronald.koers@shell.com 

 

Alternative: 

 

Shell Global Solutions International Sdn Bhd 

Level 19 

Tower 2 

Petronas Twin Towers 

50088 Kuala Lumpur 

Malaysia 

 

Participant number: 13 

Date Joined: 0 

Tom Martin 

+60 3 2170 4304 

t.martin@shell.com 

 

Alternative: 
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SNAM Rete Gas SpA 

Viale Alcide De Gasperi 2 

20097 San Donaro Milanese (MI) 

Italy 

 

Participant number: 14 

Date Joined: 1999 

Luca Bacchi 

+39 02 520 48808 

+39 02 520 58014 

luca.bacchi@snamretegas.it 

 

Alternative: 

 

Statoil ASA 

Postuttak 

Trondheim 

N-7004 

Norway 

 

Participant number: 15 

Date Joined: 1999 

Richard Verley 

+47 73 58 4185 

+47 73 58 4629 

rve@statoil.com 

 

Alternative: 

 

Toho Gas Company Ltd 

19-18 Sakurada-cho 

Atsuta-ku 

Nagoya 456-8511 

Japan 

 

Participant number: 16 

Date Joined: 1999 

Takayuki Kurobe 

+81 5287 29287 

+81 52881 4878 

kuro@tohogas.co.jp 

 

Alternative: 

 

Nozomu Nakashima 

Total SA 

TOTAL DEV/TEC/PLR 

Tour Newton 

9 place des Vosges 

92924 Paris la Défense 5 

France 

 

Participant number: 17 

Date Joined: 1999 

Vincent Gaffard 

vincent.gaffard@total.com 

 

Alternative: 

 

Transcanada 

450 1st Street S.W 

Calgary 

Alberta T2L 2H8 

Canada 

 

Participant number: 39 

Date Joined: 2018 

Mike Haridzuk 

mike_haridzuk@transcanada.com 

 

Alternative: 
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Vectren Utility Holdings 

1 N. Main St 

PO Box 209 

Evansville IN 47702-0209 

USA 

 

Participant number: 40 

Date Joined: 2017 

John Cline 

+1 812 491 4613 

+1 812 457 0110 

jcline@vectren.com 

 

Alternative: 

 

Woodside Energy Ltd. 

Woodside Plaza 

240 St Georges Terrace 

Perth WA 6000 

Australia 

 

Participant number: 35 

Date Joined: 2015 

Jesper Hoj-Hansen 

+61 8 9348 3842 

+61 4 0894 7649 

Jesper.Hoj-Hansen@woodside.com.au 

 

Alternative: 

 

 

 

 

 

 


